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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel generative network
(SegAttnGAN) that utilizes additional segmentation infor-
mation for the text-to-image synthesis task. As the seg-
mentation data introduced to the model provides useful
guidance on the generator training, the proposed model
can generate images with better realism quality and higher
quantitative measures compared with the previous state-of-
art methods. We achieved Inception Score of 4.84 on the
CUB dataset [22] and 3.52 on the Oxford-102 dataset
[14]. Besides, we tested the self-attention SegAttnGAN
which uses generated segmentation data instead of masks
from datasets for attention and achieved similar high-
quality results, suggesting that our model can be adapted
for the text-to-image synthesis task.
1. Introduction
The task of generating high fidelity, realistic-looking im-
ages based on semantic description is central to many ap-
plications. A lot of research has been focused on the text-
to-image synthesis task, which takes in natural language de-
scriptions to generate images matching the text.
Many models for this task use generative adversarial net-
works (GANs) [26, 24, 25, 19, 16], conditioned on the text
input rather than Gaussian noise for image generation. Al-
though models like [24] achieve satisfactory visual quality
while maintaining the image-text consistency, there is lit-
tle control over the layout of the generated images except
for specific keywords which uniquely constrain the shape
of the objects. Frequently these models would generate ob-
jects with deformed shapes or images with unrealistic lay-
outs (see Figures 1 and 3).
Recent work in [15] has shown that decent results can
be achieved for image synthesis task when spatial attention
from segmentation data is utilized to guide image gener-
ation. To solve the deformed shapes and unrealistic lay-
outs problems, we designed SegAttnGAN, which utilizes
the segmentation to add global spatial attention in addition
to text input. We hope that the spatial information would
regulate the layout of generated images thus create more
realistic images. Experimentation has shown promising re-
sults when additional segmentation information is used to
guide image generation.
Figure 1. Sample results generated from AttnGAN [24], our pro-
posed SegAttnGAN and self-attention SegAttnGAN.
Our contributions can be summarized as the following:
1. We proposed a novel generative network that uses both
text and spatial attention to generate realistic images.
2. We verified that the addition of spatial attention mech-
anism to GAN could substantially increase visual real-
ism by regulating object shapes and image layouts.
3. We built a self-attention network to generate segmen-
tation masks first and then use it for image generation.
Based on the qualitative results, self-attention model
can also constrain the object shapes very well.
2. Related Work
As text-to-image synthesis played an important role in
many applications, different techniques have been proposed
for text-to-image synthesis task. Reed et al. [20] utilized
PixelCNN to generate image from text description. Mansi-
mov et al. [11] proposed a model iteratively draws patches
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on a canvas, while attending to the relevant words in the
description and Nguyen et al. [13] used an approximate
Langevin sampling approach to generate image conditioned
on text.
Since Goodfellow et al. [2] introduced Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GANs), extensive research has been
conducted on image generation task with different types of
GANs and high-quality results have been achieved [17, 12,
8, 1, 9, 28, 6, 15]. At the same time, researchers have also
started to apply GAN techniques on text-to-image synthe-
sis tasks. Reed et al. [19] proposed a conditional GAN to
generate images of birds and flowers from detailed text de-
scriptions and in [18] they added object location control
to the conditional GAN. Zhang et al. [26] proposed Stack-
GAN to generate images from text. StackGAN consists of
Stage-I and Stage-II GANs where the Stage-I GAN gen-
erates low-resolution images and the Stage-II GAN gen-
erates high-resolution images. Compared with StackGAN
which is conditioned on sentence level, AttnGAN proposed
by Xu et al. [24] develops conditioning on both sentence
level and word level aiming at generating fine-grained high-
quality images from text descriptions. Zhang et al. [27] pro-
posed a hierarchically-nested GAN for text-to-image syn-
thesis. Qiao et al. [16] proposed MirrorGAN in order to
achieve both visual realism and semantic consistency. Hong
et al. [4] and Li et al. [10] are both concentrating on text-
to-image synthesis task in a coarse-to-fine way. But their
focus is the word embedding module and object-level dis-
crimination by designing a bidirectional LSTM on either
global or object level. While our focus lies on the generator
with attention mechanism to effectively constrain the object
boundary given segmentation maps.
Semantic information provides useful guidance in image
generation. It has been introduced as input in different for-
mats. Works in [5, 6, 29] used edge map as guidance in
image to image translation. Karacan et al. [7] and Park et
al. [15] used semantic layout as guidance in image genera-
tion. In [3], facial masks have been provided as guidance
to generate faces. Our work differs from these works as we
apply semantic masks in text-to-image synthesis task while
theirs are dealing with image-to-image translation or image
generation.
3. SegAttnGAN for text-to-image synthesis
3.1. SegAttnGAN architecture
Text-to-image generation models usually encode the
whole sentence text description into a conditional vector.
AttnGAN [24] has also proposed a word attention model
that helps model generate different images conditioned on
words. As shown in Figure 2, we adapt this mechanism
and an LSTM text encoder is used in our SegAttnGAN to
extract word features and sentence features. The sentence
feature is concatenated with random latent vector, and the
word features are used as word-level attention.
3.2. Segmentation attention module
The segmentation attention module is used to enhance
image synthesis by persevering the spatial constraint of the
input semantic maps. Park et al. [15] has shown its efficacy
and we use the same mechanism for segmentation attention
module.
Mathematically, we define F as features from the previ-
ous layer and S as the input segmentation maps. The output
of this attention module, referred from [15], to preserve
spatial constrain could be expressed as in Equation 1:
F ′ = BN(F ) ∗ Conv(S) + Conv(S) (1)
where BN() is the batch normalization function while
Conv() is the convolution function.
The core of this function is its property to preserve spa-
tial information of segmentation masks. It’s closely similar
to the attention module in the Super Resolution task [23].
By introducing the semantic map attention into each upsam-
pling layer in a coarse-to-fine strategy, this model promis-
ingly avoids the semantics being eliminated by pure upsam-
pling layers.
3.3. Segmentation mask strategies
We have two different models when we apply different
strategies for segmentation masks. The first model, named
SegAttnGAN, uses pre-existing masks in the datasets as at-
tention input. The other model, named self-attention SegAt-
tnGAN, uses masks generated by the self-attention genera-
tor.
The self-attention generator generates segmentation
masks and trained with the corresponding discriminator.
Same as SegAttnGAN, it utilizes coarse-to-fine training
strategy, with resolutions from 64*64, 128*128 to 256 *
256. The self-attention generator takes the same z vector
and text embedding vector from SegAttnGAN as input. And
at each resolution level, there is a discriminator for training.
3.4. Objective
For the generative adversarial network, the classic ob-
jective function with conditional inputs is a min-max game
between generator and discriminators defined in Equation
2:
min
G
max
D
V (G,D) = Ex∼Pdata(x)[logD(x, t)]
+ Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z, t, s), t))]
(2)
where x refers to images from real data distribution and z
represents the random latent vector which drives the fake
data generation. And t and s respectively refer to the text
and segmentation input.
Figure 2. Our proposed SegAttnGAN architecture. When the self-sttention generator is included, it becomes self-attention SegAttnGAN.
Therefore, the loss function for generators is defined in
Equation 3:
LGi = −Ez∼Pz(z)[log(Di(Gi(z, t, s)))]/2
− Ez∼Pz(z)[log(Di(Gi(z, t, s), t))]/2
(3)
where the first term is an unconditional loss determining
whether the image is real or fake while the second term, the
conditional loss, determines whether the generated image
matches the text description.
The loss function for discriminator Di is defined as in
Equation 4:
LDi = −Ex∼Pdata(x)[log(Di(x))]/2
− Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−Di(Gi(z, t, s)))]/2
− Ex∼Pdata(x)[log(Di(x, t))]/2
− Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−Di(Gi(z, t, s), t))]/2
(4)
where the first two terms are corresponding to the uncon-
ditional loss for optimizing discriminator while the last two
terms are conditional losses.
For self-attention SegAttnGAN, we define self-attention
generator as Gs. We use Gs(z, t) instead of s in Equation 3
and 4 to define G loss and D loss. The overall loss is defined
in Equation 5:
L = LG + LGs + λLDAMSM (5)
where LG =
∑m−1
i=0 LGi , LGs =
∑m−1
i=0 LGsi and
LDAMSM follows the DAMSM loss in [24].
3.5. Implementation details
As shown in Figure 2, the generator in SegAttnGAN out-
puts 64 ∗ 64, 128 ∗ 128, 256 ∗ 256 images. First, we pro-
cessed the segmentation mask into label maps (each channel
contains different objects). And at each upsampling layer
of the generator, we downsampled the segmentation label
maps into the same resolution tensors as the current hid-
den features in the generator. Then we applied the attention
module after the previous upsampling operations. The text
and image encoders are following the same implementation
from AttnGAN. For self-attention SegAttnGAN, there is no
word features for the self-attention generator. The text em-
bedding dimension is set to 256, and loss weight λ is set to
5.0. ADAM solver with beta1 = 0.5 and a learning rate of
0.0002 are used for generator and discriminators.
4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
We use CUB and Oxford-102 datasets to evaluate our
proposed method. CUB dataset contains images of differ-
ent birds in 200 categories. We use 8841 images from this
dataset for training and 2947 images for testing. Oxford-
102 is another dataset consists of flower images. From this
dataset, we choose 6141 images for training and 2047 im-
ages for testing.
4.2. Evaluation metrics
We use two quantitative measurements to evaluate gen-
erated images. The first metric is Inception Score [21],
which has been widely used to evaluate the quality of gen-
erated images. Another metric is R-precision, which has
been proposed in [24] as a complimentary evaluation met-
ric for the text-to-image synthesis task to determine whether
the generated image is well conditioned on the given text
description.
4.3. Quantitative results
Inception Scores: We computed Inception Score with
our generated images and compared it with those from other
state-of-art methods [19, 18, 26, 25, 24, 16]. The compar-
isons on both CUB and Oxford-102 datasets are shown in
Table 1. Our model SegAttnGAN achieves the highest In-
ception Score on both CUB and Oxford-102 datasets. Com-
pared with the baseline model AttnGAN, our SegAttnGAN
boosts Inception Score from 4.36 to 4.82 on CUB dataset.
Also, our self-attention SegAttnGAN gets a good Inception
Score of 4.44 on CUB and 3.34 on Oxford-102.
R-precision scores: As shown in Table 2, our SegAt-
tnGAN and self-attention SegAttnGAN also get a good
R-precision score compared to AttnGAN. SegAttnGAN’s
Model CUB Oxford-102
GAN-INT-CLS 2.88±0.04 2.66±0.03
GAWWN 3.62±0.07 −
StackGAN 3.70±0.04 3.20±0.01
StackGAN++ 3.82±0.06 3.26±0.01
AttnGAN (baseline) 4.36±0.03 −
MirrorGAN 4.56±0.05 −
SegAttnGAN (self-attention) 4.44±0.06 3.36±0.08
SegAttnGAN 4.82±0.05 3.52±0.09
Table 1. Inception Score of state-of-art models and our models (in
bold) on CUB and Oxford-102 datasets.
score is almost the same as AttnGAN’s score, indicating
that SegAttnGAN can generate images consistent with input
text descriptions. MirrorGAN gets the highest R-precision
score as it contains a module especially for improving se-
mantics consistency.
Model CUB
AttnGAN (baseline) 53.31
MirrorGAN 57.67
SegAttnGAN (self-attention) 52.29
SegAttnGAN 52.71
Table 2. R-precision (%) of state-of-art models and our models.
Segmentaion attention on other models: We also ap-
plied our segmentation attention module on StackGAN++,
and the Inception scores are shown in Table 3. These re-
sults indicate that our segmentation attention module can
help constrain the training of different GAN models by ex-
tra semantics information and get better image generation
quality.
Model CUB
AttnGAN 4.36± 0.03
AttnGAN + segmentation attention 4.82± 0.05
StackGAN++ 3.82± 0.06
StackGAN++ + segmentation attention 4.31± 0.04
Table 3. Inception Score comparisons of models with (in bold) and
without Segmentation Attention.
4.4. Qualitative results
In Figure 3(a), we show some samples generated by At-
tnGAN and our models. As shown in the figure, compared
to the baseline model AttnGAN [24], our SegAttnGAN
generates results with better object shape. Although self-
attention SegAttnGAN uses generated segmentation masks,
it can constrain the object shapes and generate better images
than AttnGAN. Figure 3(b) shows samples illustrating how
the shape and text constrain output images of SegAttnGAN
on CUB and Oxford-102 datasets. As shown in the figure,
Figure 3. (a) Example results of our models compared to At-
tnGAN. (b) SegAttnGAN results with text and segmentation.
words related to color such as red and purple lead to results
with different colors. The object shapes in generated images
matching the input masks demonstrates that the segmenta-
tion map provides very good control over object shapes.
4.5. Limitation and discussion
SegAttnGAN performs well and gets the highest Incep-
tion Score compared to other methods, but this model needs
segmentation input during the inference phase. Our self-
attention SegAttnGAN only needs segmentation data dur-
ing the training phase, and it gets better visual results com-
pared to other models with the help of object shape con-
strain. But its Inception Score showed that its results get a
similar image objectiveness and diversity compared to At-
tnGAN.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose SegAttnGAN for text-to-image
synthesis tasks, which uses segmentation attention to con-
strain the GAN training and successfully generates bet-
ter quality images compared to other state-of-art methods.
With the segmentation masks from datasets as input, our
SegAttnGAN achieves the highest Inception Scores on both
CUB and Oxford-102 datasets. When the masks are gen-
erated via our self-attention generator, our self-attention
SegAttnGAN also generates results with better visual re-
alism compared to other state-of-art methods.
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